
Introduction to CANDU Processes
Module 3 - The ConvenUonal Side of the Station

A

3.2

3.1

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

State the two major functions of the steam and feedwater
cycle.

Describe the condition of the steam (moisture, temperature,
pressure) at each of the following locations in the steam
path:

a) outlet of high pressure turbine; .
b) outlet of moisture separator;
c) outlet of reheater;
d) outlet of low pressure turbine.

3.3 State the function of the turbine generator set

3.4 Describe the need for both high and low pressure turbines.

3.5 Explain the advantage of having a vacuUll\ in the condenser
during operation.

3.6 Given a diagram, label the following componenlS. show the
main steam and water connection between them, and
indicate the direction of flow:

aj boiler (steam generator);
b) safety valve;
c) atmospheric steam discharge valve (ASDV)
d) emergency stop valve;
e) governor valve;
f) HP turbine;
g) moisture separator;
h) reheater;
i) LP turbine;
j) condenser;
k) condensate extraction pump;
I) feedheaters;,
m) deaerator;
n) boilerfeed pump.
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3.7 Match each of the components in objective 3.6 with its
purpose.

3.8 Explain how an alternative heat sink is provided if the
turbine is unavailable for operation.

3.9 Describe the process (including heating) for preparation of
the condensate before il is returned to the boiler.

3.10 State the purpose of the lubricating system.

3.11 State the purpose of the Turning Gear.

3.12 For boiler steam and feedwater. state the reasons and
methods for maintainine eood chemistry.

THE BOILER (STEAM GENERAIQ8)

During normal operation. the heat transport system transfers heal from the
reaclor 10 the secondary coolanl by way of the boilers. The boilers thus
acl as the principal heat sink for the reactor. Reaclor heal is trailsferred
from the HTS 10 the boiler feedwater. As a result. the boiler produces
steam 10 drive the turbine. To understand the production of sle"!O in the
boilers. it is useful to introduce some tenninology.

Figure 3.1 shows the effecl of adding heal 10 a kilogram of water. Adding
more heal to the water will increase its temperature until it reaches the
boiling point. AI this poinl we say thaI the water has reached the
saturation temperalure. As we add more heal. latent heal of vapourization
is added causing the water 10 boil. From this poinl. the water temperature
does nol change. The ratio of steam to water shifts 10 a higher steam
percentage as more heal is added. The steam. being lighter than water.
rises leaving the water behind. This steam. which is free of moislure. is
called salurated steam. Applying moreheal 10 the saturated steam will
increase the temperature above the boiling point. When the steam
temperature is above the boiling poinl. we have superheated steam.
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Fi&ure 3.1

Figure 3.2 shows the effect of increasing the pressure in the boiler to 4000
kPo. Boiling does not occur until the temperature reaches 250°C.
Sarurated steam al about 250°C and 4000 kPa is typical in CANDU
nuclear boilers. The temperature and pressure of the steam indicate its
energy content. The· higher the temperature and pressure the greater the
heat energy will be. In boiler operations il is very important that steam
pressure is maintilined.

WATERS" BOILING

ATWQSPHERIC PRESSURE

HEAT ENEFIGY

Fi&ure 3.2

Figure 3.3 shows a nuclear power planl boiler typical of those used in
large generaling stations. Hot, pressurized heavy waler enters the boiler
and passes through the tube bundle. The heavy water inside the lube is
hotter than the feedwater around the tubes. This allows heat transfer from
the heavy water 10 the feedwater, causing the feedwater to boil.
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Fiiure 3.3
I)'JJical Boiler

The steam leaving the top of the tube bundle is about 90% water. To
prevent damage to the steam piping, valves and (most important) the
turbine. only dry steam must leave the boiler. Cyclone separators. located
above the tube bundle, dry the steam by giving the steam/water mixture a
swirling centrifugal motion. The water, being denser than steam. moves
to the outside area of the separator and is drained off. The steam that
leaves the top of the cyclone separators has low moisture content but is
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still unacceptable for use in the turbine. The steam scrubbers, located
above the cyclone separators, remove the last traces of moisture.

Water separated from the steam in the cyclone separator and steam
scrubber drains to the outside of the boiler's lUbe shroud. The water flows
down to the bottom of the boiler through the downcomer annulus and re
enters the tube bundle area enabling it to generate more steam. The
amount of water cycling through the lUbe bundle, through the downcomer,
is typically ten times as much as feedwater entering the boiler.

The water in the boiler moves through naturai circulation without the use
of pumps. The water and sleam in the tribe bundle move upward because
of the decrease in density due to the addition of heal. The water that
·comes out from the cyclone separators is relatively dense, because it has
no steam bubbles, and falls down the downcomer to begin the cycle again.

Simply, the feedwater flow in the boiler starts from the preheater. The
preheater heats the feedwater to near saturation temperature. Inside the
boiler the feedwater circulates up around the tube bundle and down the
downcomer many times while acquiring the latent heat of vapourization,
and finally leaves the boiler as nearly saturated steam.

THE STEAMlEEEDWATEB CYCLE

The major functions of the steamlfeedwater cycle are to provide cooling
for the HTS and to convert heat into mechanical energy for the generator.
This system operates as a continuous loop of demineralized light water.
The major systems are the steam system and the boiler feedwater system.

THE STEAM SYSTEM

Figure 3.4 shows a simplified schematic of the steam system and
components typical of a large turbine unit. Safety valves' protect the
steam system components from over pressure. The pressure from the
boilers drives the steam to the high pressure (HP) turbine. On route to the
turbine the steam travels through several valves. Two of interest are the
emergency stop valves and the governor valves. The governor valve
varies the electrical output from no load to full load by controlling the
quantity of steam flowing to the turbine. Before reaching the governor
valve the steam passes through the emergency stop valve. The emergency

2 Normally intalled on top of the boiler.
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stop valve quickly stops the steam flow to the turbine in the event of an
emergency that could damage the turbine.

EMERGeNCY
STOPVALVE

,
INTERCEPT..'"

~~~== GENERATOR

OISTURE
SEPARATOR

FiKure 3.4
Simplified Steam System

From the governor valve the steam passes through the HP turbine. The
HP turbine converts the latent heat of the steam to mechanical energy.
All the HP turbine uses the latent heat in the steam, the steam becomes wet
(moist). Moisture content of more than 10% will cause excessive erosion
on the turbine blades. Removing the moisture in the steam allows further
conversion of the remaining available energy. The HPILP arrangement of
the turbine provides an opportunity at this stage to improve the quality of
the steam to allow more energy to be converted with risk of damage to the
turbine.

Steam leaves the high pressure turbine at approximately 900 kPa and
170°C at 10% moisture. It passes to the moisture separator which
removes the moisture in the steam. Steam leaving the moisture separator
has the same temperature and pressure as that at the turbine outlet but
without moisture. It then passes through a reheater to heat the sieam.
This increases the work that the steam can do in the Low Pressure (LP)
turbine. The reheater uses steam directly from the boiler to heat the steam
from the moisture separator. The steam leaves the reheater in a
superheated condition at about 230°C and 900 kPa. Before entering the
LP turbine. the steam passes through intercept valves. In a fashion similar
to the emergency stop valve. these valves shut off steam to the LP turbine
in an emergency. Steam passes through the normally open intercept
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valve, passes through the low pressure turbine. and is then exhausted to
the condenser at approximately 5 kPa(a), 35°C and 10% moisture.

SlOpping the flow of steam to the turbine results in increased boiler
pressure. This can happen on a turbine trip.3 Reducing reaclOr power and
getting rid of the steam prevents excessive boiler pressure build up.
Adjusting the reaclOr power level too low can poison our' the reaclOr.
However, if the power level is kept above 60% full power, the reactor can
keep operating. Providing an alternative heat sink, while operating at this
power level, will prevent a boiler pressure increase. The alternate heat
oink can he provided by blowing the steam to atmosphere or direcUy to
the condenser. All CANDU units have large steam reject valves able to
discharge steam either to the atmosphere or to the condenser with the
reactor at 60% F.P. They are also equipped with smaller steam reject
valves that are able to discharge steam to the atmosphere at the decay heat
power level, if the condenser is unavailable.

The Steam Turbine

The turbine uses steam from the boiler. It converts steam pressure to
rotational energy. This conversion involves transfonnation of the heat
energy (pressure) of steam into high velocity steam through fixed nozzles.
A nozzle is a device that converts the heat energy of the steam to this high
velocity kinetic energy. The fIXed nozzles form the turbine fixed blades.
The high velocity steam directs its kinetic energy on to the moving blades
forcing them to move (rotate). Figure 3.5 shows how the high velocity
steam leaves the fixed nozzles and drives the moving blades.

From the first set of fixed and moving biades. the steam then moves
through succeeding sets to repeat the process of energy conversions. A set
of fixed blade nozzles and moving blade constitutes a turbine stage. It is
common to use a number of stages in a turbine to convert the useful heat
energy in the steam into mechanical energy. The moving blades are
attached to a blade wheel, as shown in Figure 3.6. and the blade wheel is
mounted on the rotor shaft. The high velocity steam ieaving the nozzle
drives the wheel which in turn rotates the shaft.

3 Turbine trip _when the turbine is stopped due to mechanical failure or alarm.
4 Poison out means that the fission product. xenon, bas built up to a level where it

stops the chain reaction. The xenon absorbs so many neutrons that there are not
enough left in each succeeding generation to sustain criticality.
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Fi&ure 3,5
Fixed and Movine Blades Arranument

BLADE WHEEL .L.OOES

Fi&ure 3.6
Turbine Moyine Blades

Figure 3.7 is a simplified section view of a turbine. The steam turbine
consists of a single rotating shaft that has a number of blade wheels
attached to it. The steam passing through the turhine is contained within a
casing. The casing is usually split into upper and lower halves that are
bolted together. This allows the upper half to be raised for maintenance.
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Attached to the casing are diaphragms that support the fIxed blade
nozzles. Whenever the fIxed and moving parts of the turbine come
together, there is a need for sealing to prevent leakage from the high
pressure side to the low pressure side. This leakage is prevented by gland
seals installed on the turbine cssing.

Eieure 3.7
Turbine Section view

Figure 3.8 shows the construction of a typical diaphragm. lbe upper and
lower halves of the diaphragm attach to the upper and lower casings
respectively.

Fieure 3.8
Iwbine DiaphraKID
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Looking at Figure 3.7. you will note that the turbine casing gets
progressively larger as the steam goes from the high pressure end to the
low pressure end. This is necessary to accommodate the expansion of the
steam as a direct result of pressure and temperature reduction. Steam
entering the high pressure end of a modem nuclear turbine set is typically
around 250°C and 4000 kPo. At this temperature and pressure one
kilogram of steam occupies .05 m3. The stearn leaving the turbine unit
and entering the condenser is typically around 35°C and 5 kPa(a). At this
temperature and pressure one kilogram of steam occupies 25.2 m3. The
steam expands roughly five hundred times from the inlet to the exhaust.
In a large turbine generator set it is usually not possible to accommodate
the large volume of steam in one turbine unil Normally one high
pressure turbine will exhaust to two or more low pressure turbines in
combination with the double flow design.

Figure 3.9 shows a turbine unit typical of those installed at Pickering,
Bruce and Darlington Generating Stations.

tlldUo.&) d·M.ot.l9

MPTUIBtE

N...: a.-HIl__--_.
Fi&ure 3.9

Iypical Turbine Layout

Why use double flow steam turbines? The double flow turbine design not
only provides double the expansion volume within -8 common casing. it
also balances the large pressure drop between the turbine steam inlet and
exhaust which tends to force the blade wheels from the high pressure side
towards the low pressure side.

Figure 3.10 shows a double flow turbine. Steam enters the turbine in the
middle of the casing and expands outward in both directions before
exhausting at the ends of the turbine. Turbine operational problems can
still produce an imbalance in forces on the two sides. The resultant force
will produce an axial thrust that is commonly dealt with by installing a
thrust bearing.
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Fj~ure 3.10
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The condenser is the fmal destination for most of the steam produced in
the boiler. The condenser removes latent heal, turning the steam back into
water. The large decrease in volume creates a vacuum in the condenser.
This permits steam flow from the high pressure boiler to the low pressure
condenser so the turbine can extract mechanical energy efficiently.

Figure 3.11 shows a typical condenser used in most CANDU turbine
units. The condenser cooling water (CCW) system supplies cooling
water to the condenser. The water enters through the inlet water box,
passes through the condenser tubes and discharges to the lake through the
outlet water box. The turbine exhaust steam enters the condenser through
the condenser exhaust tronk and reaches the outside surface of the
condenser tubes. The steam condenses to a liquid by releasing its latent
heat of vapourization through the tubes. The large volume of CCW
absorbs the latent heat of vapourization of the steam. The condensate falls
into the bottom of the condenser and collects in the hotwell.
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The CCW flow maintains the saturation temperature of the condensate.
This is llI'hieved through proper adjustment of CCW flow. Maintaining
the condensate temperature at its saturation point maximizes the -retention
of the condensate's heat

The lower the turbine exhaust temperature and pressure the greater the
amount of steam energy that can be converted into mechanical energy in
the turbine. As mentioned, steam leaves the turbine at about 35'C and 5
kPa absolute. This condition is near a perfect vacuum. This allows
roughly 35% more energy extraction than if the steam is left at
atmospheric pressure (101.3 kPa). The condenser provides the means of
maintaining this low absolute pressure at the turbine exhaust through
condensation of steam (the 25.2 m3 of steam reduces to 0.001 m3 of water
or 25200 times volume reduction).

The stearnlfeedwater system is a closed loop because it would be wasteful
and expensive to reject the clean, chemically treated, deminetalized water
after it has completed its work in the turbine. It would also be wasteful to
throwaway the heat held by the 35'C condensate, especially as the CCW
flow is adjusted to keep the condensate at saturation temperature and not
cool it more than necessary for condensation.
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BOILER EEEPWATER SYSTEM

Figure 3.12 shows a simplified steam system and boiler feedwaler system.
The feedwater system is generally divided into three parts:

• low pressure feedheating system;
• deaerator and storage tank;
• high pressure feedheating system.

The water leaving the condenser is at relatively low temperature and
pressure. A series of heat exchangers raises the condensate temperature to
170·C. The preheatera then increase the temperature to 240·C (almost
saturation temperature in the boiler). A set of pumps, known as boiler
feed pumps (BEP), force the feedwater into the boilers operating at 4000
kPo.
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LOW PRESSURE FEEDHEATING SYSTEM

The ftrst stage in the boiler feedwater heating is through the LP
feedbeating system. The condensate extraction pump (CEP) delivers the
condensate from the condenser hotwell to the LP feedheaters. The low
pressure feedheating system gets its name from the low pressure condition
of the feedwater, at about 1400 kPa, compared to the 4000 kPa in the
boiler.

The LP feedbeaters use extraction steam' from the LP turbines as their
heating medium. The extraction steam transfers its latent heat of
vapourization to the feedwater through a process sintilar to tIuIt in the
condenser. A series of low pressure feedheaters heat the feedwater. The
extraction stearn condenses in the shell of the heater. A separate pump
recovers this condensate by pumping it to the condenser hotwell. The
feedwater leaves the last LP feedheater at approximately 80'C to 100'C.
The heated feedwater then goes to the next stage of the feedheating
process.

THE DEAERATOR AND STORAGE TANK

. The deaerator is the next stage in the feedwater heating process. This is
the highest vessel in the system. The deaerator adds heat to and removes
non-condensable gases from the feedwater. Some of these gases can
increase the corrosion rate of the metals in the high pressure feedheating
system and boiler. All non-condensable gases will Ulke-up space in the
steam system we wish to occupy with steam.

Figure 3.13 shows a typical deaerator and its associated 'toragetank. The
incoming feedwater enters the deaerator near the top and sprays
downward over cascade trays. Extraction steam from the LP turbine
eiltersthe deaerator near the bottom and passes upward. AJJ a result the
feedwater heats up to about 125'C. The steam passing over the water
droplets scrobs the non-condensable gases off their surface. As the
extraction steam condenses, the water droplets release the non
condensable gases which are vented to the atmosphere. The deaerated
feedwater and condensed steam drain from the deaerator into a storage
tank. The storage tank supplies water for boiler operation.

S This is wet steam removed from the turbine before it reaches the exhaust end
because it could cause damage to turbine blades.
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PillUTe 3,11
Simplified Deaerato[ and StoraKe Tank Assembly

HIGH PR.ESSURE FEEDHEATING SYSTEM

From the deserator storage tank, the feedwater undergoes the fmal·
preparation. The boiler feed pumps (BFP) take suction from the deaerator
storage tank and raise the feedwater pressure to between 4 and 7 MPa.
The pump discharges the high pressure feedwater to the high pressure
(liP) feedbeaters. The HP feedheaters heat the feedwater to about 170'C.
HP feedbeater operation and construction are similar to that of the LP
feedbeaters. Extraction steam from the HP turbine normally supplies the
heating medium.

The feedwater regulating valve controls the flow of feedwater into the
boiler. This valve allows sufficient feedwater to enter the boiler to match
the steam flow out hence, maintaining a constant water mass in the boiler.
To do this. the controller for the valve compares stearo flow out of the
boiler with feedwater flow into the boiler and positions the valve to make
the two equal. It also compares the actual boiler water level with a
predetermined prograromed level and positions the valve to make these
two equal.

It is critical to maintain a proper boiler level. If the boiler water level is
too high. the cyclone separators and scrobbers will not operate properly.
This results in wet steam being delivered to the turbine which could lead
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to damage to the turbine blades. If water level is too low, there would not
be enough inventory to cool the HTS coolant.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Each unit of the turbine and the generator has its own rotor/shaft that is
supported at each end by journal bearings. Journal bearings get hot due to
friction and heat conduction along the shaft from hot parts of the turbine.
The journal bearings are normally lined with white metal known as anti
friction metal or babbitt.6 A centralized lubricating system is employed to
protect the bearings from damage due to metal to metal contact and high
temperature. This extends the life of the bearings and reduces the chance
of failure. A bearing failure is a very serious incident as far as the
turbine-generator is concerned and would cause extensive damage. For
this reason it is always important to have sufficient oil flow through the
bearings for lubrication and cooling purposes.

THE TURNING GEAR

When a turbine comes to rest. after operating, the cooler denser steam
tends to collect in the lower half of the cylinder and makes the lower half
of the rotor cool quicker than the upper half. This causes the shaft to hog
(bend upwards). When at rest and cool, the shaft will begin to sag under
its own weight. If the turbine shaft is not rotated, hogging, especially
above a critical temperature, can become permanent and the shaft would
have to be sent to the manufacturer for heat trestment and straightening.
Sagging does not usually become pennanent but it takes time to recover
the sag. To prevent a bent shaft due to sag or hog the shaft is rotated by a
turning gear which is a motor driven gear train mechanism on the turbine
generator shaft.

CHEMICAL CONTROL

Boiler stearn and feedwater system construction in almost all CANDU
stations uses carbon steel, copper alloys and nickel alloys. Each metal is
susceptible to corrosion at a different pH level. A compromise pH of 8.8
to 9.3 is relatively safe for all metals involved. Chemical addition' at the
discharge of the condensate extraction pump ensures the appropriate pH
level.

6 A lead~tin alloy with a melting point that can be as low as 182.2°C
7 CANDU stations use morpholine or ammonia for pH control.
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Other methods used to prevent corrosion are:

• oxygen removal from the system,
• chemical addition to react with oxygen.

All stations use a common approach in removing oxygen from the system.
Most oxygen is removed from the system by the scrubbing action of the
deaerator. Hydrazine addition to the feedwater, after the deaerator.
removes the remaining oxygen. Its reaction with oxygen produces non
corrosive nitrogen gas and water. Unfortunately. bydrazine also produces
ammonia which attacks copper alloys.

High quality feedwater and makeup water is vital as low quality will
produce deposits in the boiler and turbine causing:

• reduced heat transfer because of an insulating scale layer on the
boiler tube surface;

• increased risk of stress corrosion cmcking;8
• corrosion of tubes and other components.

All will shorten the life of the boilers and turbines. Demineralization.
deaeration, oxygen removal and pH control ensure that we have good
quality boiler water. A blowdown system in each boiler allows removal
of any impurities that collect in the boilers. This system minimizes
accumulation of impurities by draining the contaminated water out of the
boiler. Blowdown can be intermittent or continuous, depending on the
water condition.

ASSIGNMENI

I. What is the function of the steam cycle and the feedwaler cycle?

8 Metal failure (cracking) as a result of stress within a corrosive environment.
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2. In the table indicate the quality of steam at each location.

Location Moisture Temperature Pressure
Content

Outlet ofHP
Turbine

Outlet of
Moisture
Separator

Outlet of
Reheater

Outlet ofLP
Turbine

3. Why is the turbine set divided into high and low pressure units?

4. How does condenser vacuum improve the efficiency of turbine
operation?

5. What is the purpose of each of the following components?

a) Boiler

b) Emergency Stop Valve

c) Governor Valve

d) HP and LP Turbines
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e) Boiler Feed Pumps

f) Lubricating System

g) Tuming Gear

6. What is an alternative heat sink for the boiler if the turbine is
tripped?

7. What are the three stages of heating for condensate water. and
from where does each sta./le draw its heating source?

8. What are the major chemistry problems in the steamlfeedwater
cycle and how are they minimized?
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